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Executive Summary: The origin and properties of black hole seeds that grow to produce the de-
tected population of supermassive black holes are unconstrained at present. Despite the existence
of several potentially feasible channels for the production of initial seeds in the high redshift uni-
verse, since even actively growing seeds are not directly observable at these epochs, discriminating
between models remains challenging. Several new observables that encapsulate information about
seeding have been proposed in recent years, and these offer exciting prospects for truly unraveling
the nature of black hole seeds in the coming years. One of the key challenges for this task lies in
the complexity of the problem, the required disentangling of the confounding effects of accretion
physics and mergers, as mergers and accretion events over cosmic time stand to erase these initial
conditions. Nevertheless, some unique signatures of seeding do survive and still exist in: local scal-
ing relations between black holes and their galaxy hosts at low-masses; in high-redshift luminosity
functions of accreting black holes; and in the total number and mass functions of gravitational
wave coalescence events from merging binary black holes. One of the clearest discriminants for
seed models are these high redshift gravitational wave detections of mergers from space detectable
in the milliHertz range. These predicted event rates offer the most direct constraints on the prop-
erties of initial black hole seeds. Improving our theoretical understanding of black hole dynamics
and accretion will also be pivotal in constraining seeding models in combination with the wide
range of multi-messenger data.
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Introduction: the need for understanding seed formation
Demography of local galaxies suggests that a supermassive black hole (SMBH) is harbored in
almost all galactic centers. Dynamically determined masses of these central black holes appear to
correlate with several key properties of their host bulges: masses, velocity dispersion and luminosi-
ties (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Tremaine et al. 2002; Kormendy & Ho 2013). BHs are expected to
grow via mergers and accretion, but how the very first black hole seeds formed is poorly understood
and is unconstrained by current observations. Quasars, powered by accretion onto SMBHs are now
detected to the earliest epochs (z∼ 6−7), when the universe was only a Gyr old. The masses for
these behemoth SMBHs inferred using broad-line spectroscopy are of the order of ∼ 109 M at
z∼ 6, which places some constraints on a combination of the seeding and accretion conditions that
produced these objects (Fan et al. 2003; Mortlock et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2015; Ban˜ados et al. 2018).
These masses require massive initial seeds and/or special growth conditions that permit extremely
efficient and rapid accretion. The key issue for rapid growth is the time crunch, which requires
exquisite convergence of optimal growth conditions like the presence of copious gas reservoirs to
enable rapid accretion and simultaneous suppression of feedback that could disrupt inflowing gas
(e.g., Haiman & Loeb 2001). These conditions are more likely to be available at these earliest
epochs, yet they are difficult to sustain continuously to grow seed BHs with masses of 10 - 100 M
to the final SMBH masses powering z > 6 quasars (Park et al. 2016; Pacucci et al. 2017, 2018).
This has motivated the exploration of alternate seeding prescriptions, particularly those that might
produce more massive initial seeds or those in which rapid amplification of accreted mass can
be achieved by finely tuning cosmic conditions (see Volonteri & Bellovary 2012; Haiman 2013;
Natarajan 2014; Woods et al. 2018, for reviews). Related aspects of seeding are discussed in white
papers by Haiman et al. (2019), Bellovary et al. (2019), and Pacucci et al. (2019).
Seed Formation Models: Light and Massive initial seeds SMBH seeds are thought to have
formed out of pristine gas in the very early universe (z& 15). With atomic hydrogen as the only
coolant, abnormally large Jeans masses can be obtained. Early studies of the formation of the first
stars indicated that the initial mass function was tilted high compared to today (Bromm et al.
2002). In more recent state-of-the-art simulations, clouds fragment more readily, resulting in
lower mass stars than previously found (Clark et al. 2011; Greif et al. 2012; Latif et al. 2013;
Hirano et al. 2014; Stacy et al. 2016). In any case, the remnants from this first generation of stars
yield early light black hole seeds with masses on the order of 100 M. While forming light initial
seeds from Pop III remnants might almost seem fairly natural and inevitable in the context of
current structure formation models, growing them to ∼ 109M in less than a Gyr is still
prohibitive. Light seeds have been shown to accrete gas with lower duty cycles and at
sub-Eddington rates due to the typical cosmic environments that might harbor them (Inayoshi
et al. 2016; Pacucci et al. 2017). Heavy seeds, produced from the direct collapse of pre-galactic
gas disks in pristine halos were therefore proposed as an alternative path to account for the
SMBHs powering the brightest, highest redshift quasars. In this Direct Collapse Black Hole
(DCBH) seed formation picture, gas in early disks that go dynamically unstable and rapidly
siphon mass to the center due to active and effective angular momentum dissipation via
non-axisymmetric structures like bars on small scales, would grow massive central objects (Oh &
Haiman 2002; Bromm & Loeb 2003; Lodato & Natarajan 2006; Begelman et al. 2006). DCBHs
form when fragmentation of these gas disks is prevented by suppressing cooling by dissociating
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any molecular hydrogen that might form (Shang et al. 2010; Visbal et al. 2014; Regan et al.
2017).Lodato & Natarajan (2006, 2007) first demonstrated that connecting the larger scale
cosmological context with the fate of these pristine gas disks could be used to derive the initial
mass function for heavy seeds. Today, radiative and hydrodynamical cosmological simulations
are available to probe the availability of direct collapse seeding sites. These studies agree that
seeding sites are common enough in the early universe to explain the existence of observed
(z∼ 6−7) quasars, but are likely too rare to account for the existence of the typical SMBH in a
local, L∗ galaxy (Habouzit et al. 2016; Wise et al. 2019). In addition to direct collapse of gas,
heavy seeds can also result when an initially light seed under the right set of circumstances
undergoes extremely rapid growth via super-Eddington accretion especially when aided by
mergers with other seeds (Alexander & Natarajan 2014; Dunn et al. 2018) and (Volonteri & Rees
2005). Such rapidy amplified (in 106 yr). Intermediate mass black hole seeds that result from the
dynamical core collapse of the first star clusters could also be a channel for early seed formation
(Omukai et al. 2008; Devecchi & Volonteri 2009; Stone et al. 2017).
Mapping seeding to observables Semi-analytic/empirical models are currently the most efficient
tool for predicting the signatures of SMBH seeding that persist until observable redshifts (e.g.,
Volonteri et al. 2003; Somerville et al. 2008; Tanaka & Haiman 2009). These models deploy
results of detailed cosmological simulations into simpler analytic models with parameters to
quickly make predictions that are representative of large volumes and low-mass halos, that are
computationally expensive for cosmological simulations to resolve. Improved and sophisticated
current models formulated in the same vein offer novel ways of probing seed masses and have
helped derive new sets of observables that will help to powerfully discriminate between the light
and massive seeding channels (Ricarte & Natarajan 2018a,b). The latter model will henceforth be
referred to as RN18b. Seeding channels have two salient properties: their initial masses and their
abundances. In state-of-the-art models an initial population of seeds is generated with simple
prescriptions based on a merger-triggering paradigm. Light seeds are randomly drawn from an
IMF ranging from 30-100 solar masses representing PopIII remnant masses, while heavy seeds
are assigned according to the dynamical model of Lodato & Natarajan (2006). Within the larger
structure formation paradigm, light seeds are populated in dark matter halos above a 3.5σ peak,
but heavy seeds are only placed more rarely in halos with a narrow range of velocity dispersions –
those which are massive enough to allow atomic cooling, but not too massive to cause
fragmentation and star formation. Compared to recent hydrodynamical simulations, such models
allow for an optimistically high number density of DCBHs to explore seeding signatures more
cleanly. Galaxy mergers are believed to be the drivers of SMBH growth as these also trigger
accretion episodes. In this picture, when a major merger occurs, SMBHs accrete at the Eddington
limit with a duty cycle of unity until they reach the local observed M•−σ relation. Since it is
currently thought that not all AGN are triggered by mergers, a long-lived sub-dominant steady
accretion mode is also modeled. With the modeling flexibility that permits incorporating
multi-wavelength observational constraints more readily, in one model - the AGN Main Sequence
(MS) model - the black hole accretion rate for instance, is set to a thousandth of the star formation
rate, as inferred from stacked observations of star forming galaxies (Mullaney et al. 2012).
Another steady mode explored is the Power Law (PL) model, in which black holes instead accrete
at a rate drawn from a universal power-law Eddington ratio distribution tuned to roughly
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reproduce the observed luminosity functions. The potency of this modeling approach derives
from the power to simultaneously explore seeding and accretion physics that eventually helps in
disentangling these two confounding effects.
Discriminating seed formation channels: observational signatures and challenges
Growth via accretion and mergers works to erase the initial seeding conditions for black holes, so
the goal is to search for distinct signatures that survive, both at high and low-redshift.
Signatures of seeding in local relations While one might not expect signatures from seeding at
z& 15 to persist at z= 0, modeling suggests that they may be found in low-mass galaxies where
central SMBHs have hopefully not evolved too much from their initial conditions (Bellovary et al.
2019; Micic et al. 2011). Earlier work, claimed that heavy seeds exhibit larger scatter at the
low-mass end of the M•−σ relation than light seeds (Volonteri & Natarajan 2009). Yet in RN18b
it is found that the scatter at the low-mass end of the M•−σ relation is determined primarily by
uncertain accretion prescriptions rather than seed mass. While the accretion prescriptions led to
different outcomes, Light and Heavy seeds are not surprisingly similar. In theory, as originally
proposed by Volonteri et al. (2008) the black hole occupation fraction was a proposed observable
discriminant, unfortunately, this quantity is never directly measured. A new calibrated version of
the occupation fraction, proposed in RN18b could sift out the effect of accretion models from
seeding, but such inferences are subject to large uncertainties regarding SMBH growth in
low-mass hosts. Interestingly, many state-of-the-art cosmological simulations characterizing
SMBH growth in low-mass hosts find that their growth is stunted (Sanchez et al. 2018). In dwarf
galaxies, the BHs wander away from the center of the gravitational potential and may find their
accretion regulated not only by their own accretion and feedback behavior, but also by feedback
from supernovae (Dubois et al. 2015; Habouzit et al. 2017; Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017; Bellovary
et al. 2019).
Signatures of seeding in high-redshift luminosity functions Luminosity functions also contain
information about a combination of seeding and accretion. The computed bolometric luminosity
functions of AGN out to z= 12 reveal that the light and heavy seed models do diverge. These
high redshift luminosity functions will be easily accessible with the next-generation X-ray
telescopes. Therefore, despite model degeneracies, measurement of these high-redshift X-ray
luminosity functions which are well within reach observationally with proposed future facilities
will allow us to constrain SMBH growth in a multi-dimensional parameter space, including seed
masses, occupation fractions, and Eddington ratio distributions. Significant advances are
currently being made via hydrodynamical cosmological simulations to guide accretion models, to
help with separating out initial seeding effects. The discrimination between seeding models
shows up primarily at high redshift and therefore data from these epochs will prove to be pivotal.
Signatures of seeding in gravitational wave events Models currently find that the cleanest
discriminant of initial seeding derive from observations of resolved gravitational wave events that
measure the rate of black hole mergers irrespective of our assumptions about accretion (Sesana
et al. 2005, 2011; Klein et al. 2016). Merging black holes produce gravitational waves, and
stellar-mass black hole mergers have now been detected by the Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) (e.g., Abbott et al. 2016). For higher mass black hole
mergers, a lower frequency milliiHertz space interferometer will be the instrument needed to
probe the initial seed population (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017). The planned LISA mission has the
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sensitivity to detect the high-redshift mergers in low-mass hosts, that encapsulate information on
the initial masses and occupation fractions of seeding. Current model predictions for the event
rate and dependence of such events on the mass ratios of merging black holes, and their redshifts
robustly indicate that seed masses can be inferred. A set of predictions adopting the
signal-to-noise calculation outlined in Sesana et al. (2005, 2007) are presented in Fig. 1 (details
can be found in RN18b). Unlike the other observables discussed thus far, estimates of the
merging black hole population do not depend on their instantaneous accretion state. However,
they do depend on the dynamics regarding the formation and shrinking of black hole binaries
which are poorly constrained from kpc (Tremmel et al. 2017; Pfister et al. 2019) to pc (e.g., Colpi
2014) scales, leading to a large spread in detection rates ranging from ∼ 1–100 events during a
putative 4-year mission depending on the assumptions made (Sesana et al. 2011; Klein et al.
2016). Light seed models produce significantly more gravitational wave events than heavy seeds
at low chirp masses. This is a direct reflection of the initial seed masses and occupation fractions.
After a 4-year mission, with conservative assumptions on the dynamics, ∼ 20 detected mergers
for heavy-seeds, and ∼ 100 detected mergers for a light-seeding scenario are predicted. Under the
more optimistic assumption that no mergers stall dynamically, the predicted detection rates
increase by an order of magnitude, both these cases are illustrated in Fig. 1 (Khan et al. 2013).
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Figure 1. The chirp mass function of detectable gravitational wave events for a 4-year milli-Hertz GW
mission like LISA as a function of chirp mass and redshift for pessimistic merger rates (left) and optimistic
merger rates (right). “Light” and “Heavy” seeding scenarios are plotted, with “MS” and “PL” denoting two
different plausible accretion models (Figure reproduced from RN18b.)
Summary
The origin of seed black holes is fiercely debated and is one of the key open questions in
cosmology today. The cosmic assembly history of black holes is a result of the combination of
seeding, accretion physics and dynamical processes and disentangling these is a challenging task.
Although the cumulative accretion history over cosmic time tends to erase initial seeding
conditions, some unique signatures persist that can help distinguish between light and heavy
seeds. Current models that track SMBH assembly over cosmic time show that a powerful set of
new observables from multi-wavelength data sets can help distinguish seeding scenarios. Key
observables are the event rates of SMBH binary mergers. These coalescence rates as a function of
redshift and chirp mass offer unique discrimination between initial black hole seeding models. A
3 spacecraft gravitational wave detector, such as the proposed LISA mission, has the sensitivity
and power for these critical observations that offer the prospect of profound insights into the
physics of seeding. The combination of gravitational wave events and multi-messenger
electromagnetic probes will be critical to obtain a self-consistent and comprehensive view of
black hole formation and assembly.
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